Welcome back to School...

Brynna Primary School
We have missed you lots and we can’t wait to see you...

But a few things have changed...
You will come back to school in a ‘bubble’. Not a real bubble!

A bubble is a small group of people who will spend their time together at school. It will include some of your friends and 2 grown ups you will already know. You might not have all of your friends in your bubble but you will have some of them.
You won’t be able to go into other bubble spaces and they won’t be able to come into yours! You will even eat your lunch in your own bubble!
Welcome back to Dosbarth Melyn!
You will need to leave your mummy or daddy at the path and come into class through the class door, but don’t worry there will be an adult at the door to help you!
You will be taken to the cloakroom to hang your coat up safely!
To start our day nice and clean we will wash our hands and use the ‘magic sanitiser’

In fact we will do this lots throughout the day!
We will still be able to sit on the carpet and enjoy a story together, but we will be sitting a little further apart.
To keep ourselves safe there will be some things we cannot do...

- Cooking
- Dressing up
- Sand Play
- Playdough
But there are lots of fun things we can do!

And lots of other fun things...

Computers and iPads

Maths Exploration

Build and Explore

Paint and Create

Draw and Write
We will spend lots of time exploring and playing outside and we will still visit Brynna Woods too!
Only one person will be able to use the toilet at a time. The toilets will be cleaned after use every time!
At the end of the day mummy or daddy will collect you from the path opposite the classroom door.
We can’t wait to see you all soon!